Haemangioma of the Masseter Muscle: A rare vascular Malformation miming a Parotid Tumor
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Abstract

Introduction: Intramuscular haemangioma of Masseter Muscle is a rare benign neoplasm developing from abnormally differentiated blood vessels.

Case report: We report in this article a case of an Haemangioma involving masseter muscle in a 16-year-old girl referred for progressive and unsightly swelling of the right cheek present since 2-years. Clinical examination showed a painless, well circumscribed, and firm swelling in the right cheek. Facial CT Scan with contrast injection revealed a high-density region in the right masseteric muscle without bone lysis. MRI showed voluminous encapsulated tissue mass in isosignal T1 and T2 in the right masseter muscle. The patient was operated externally by performing an exo-facial parotidectomy with tumorectomy.

Discussion: The masseter muscle localization of intramuscular hemangioma represents the most common site (36%), followed by trapezius. Excessive muscle contractions and trauma seem to be important factors in the development of this type of malformation. It is a mass of variable size, unique, mobile and firm. CT and MRI have significantly increased the accuracy of preoperative diagnosis for this lesion. They allow to define precisely its limits and its relations with the neighboring tissues. The treatment of choice is surgical excision of whole lesion with adjacent muscle.

Conclusion: Intra masseter hemangiomas are rare tumors often mistakenly considered as parotid tumors. The essential radiological exam before treatment are CT with injection or MRI. Surgery is the reference treatment.
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Introduction

Intramuscular haemangioma is a rare benign congenital neoplasm developing from abnormally differentiated blood vessels. Skeletal muscle localization account for less than 1% of cases. The masseter muscle accounts for 5% of all intramuscular haemangioma of headand neck region.

The present article describe the clinical presentation, diagnostic and treatment modalities of an Haemangioma involving masseter muscle in a 16-year-old girl in whom a surgical excision of whole lesion was done.

Case Report

A healthy 16-year-old girl was referred for evaluation and management of progressive, unsightly swelling of the right cheek. The swelling had been present since 2-years and had gradually increased in size. No prior history of trauma, dental problems, trismus or other medical problems was noted. Clinical examination showed a big swelling in the right cheek, measuring 9 cm x 4 cm, painless, well circumscribed, and firm (Fig 1). The overlying
skin was freely moveable and not discolored. No pulsation or collateral venous circulations were noted. There was no lymphadenopathy. The patient was otherwise asymptomatic. Facial CT Scan with contrast injection revealed a high-density region in the right maseteric muscle measuring 31 x 47 x 83 mm without bonelysis. MRI showed voluminous encapsulated tissue mass in isosignal T1 and T2 in the right maseter muscle (Fig 2). The arteriography showed a vascularised mass by a branch of the maxillary artery. Preoperative diagnosis was hemangioma of the masster muscle and surgery was scheduled after arterialembolization. The patient was operated externally by performing an exo-facial parotidectomy with tumorectomy by taking a little part of the masster muscle (Fig 3). The operative sequences were simple, with facial paresis.

Discussion

Intramuscular Haemangioma are believed to be benign, hamartomatous, congenital neoplasm developing from abnormally differentiated blood vessels and proliferating endothelial cell network [1]. Skeletal muscle localization account for less than 1% of cases [2]. Less than 20% of these are found in head and neck region. The masster muscle represents the most common site (36%), followed by trapezius, sternocleidomastoid, temporalis, mylohyoid, mentalis, buccinator, lip, tongue and salivary glands [1,3]. In 90% of cases, the diagnostic made before the age of 30 years. There is no racial factor. Excessive muscle contractions and trauma seem to be important factors in the development of this type of malformation. Hormonal factors also play a role. There is indeed a marked increase in volume during menarche, pregnancy and menstrual cycles, which explains a slight female predominance for this type of tumor, although for the massterian sites, the majority of cases are diagnosed in men [4]. Diagnosis of intramuscular hemangioma of the head and neck region can be difficult [5]. Only 8% of all cases of intramuscular hemangiomas are diagnosed pre-operatively [6]. It is a mass of variable size, unique, mobile and firm. In more than half of the cases, intermittent pain is present. This pain is due to muscle compression. Exceptionally, the skin may have a bluish tint, with increased local heat related to hyper vascularization. The beating character and the auscultatorythrill are exceptional because they are often masked by the thickness of the superficial muscular layer. Similarly, it is very rare to observe an increase in the size of the tumefaction, head leaning forward, or “sign of Wattle” which orientates strongly towards the diagnosis. Thesesemiological signs are present in the massterian sites only in the case of superficial and bulkytumors [4,7]. The differential diagnosis of intramuscular hemangioma of the masster muscle includes: congenital cyst, lymphadenopathy, parotid canal sialocele, parotid cancer, lymphangioma, benign or malignant muscle tumor, masster muscle hypertrophy and schwannoma [7]. Ultrasonography is an inexpensive and noninvasive method, however the information obtained limeted [8]. CT and MRI have significantly
increased the accuracy of preoperative diagnosis for this lesion. They allow to define precisely its limits and its relations with the neighboring tissues. Phlebolith formation and calcification have been reported as a characteristic feature of hemangiomas [4,9]. Arteriography is indicated only in voluminous tumors. It makes it possible to identify the arterial pedicles that feed the tumor and the preoperative embolization, thus reducing the risk of intra operative bleeding [10]. Many forms of therapy have been advocated to cure or control intramuscular hemangioma: sclerotherapy, cryotherapy, steroids, radiation and embolization are reported in the literature depending on its location, size, its growth rate, age of the patient, cosmetic and functional considerations. But the treatment of choice is surgical excision of whole lesion with adjacent muscle [1,3,4,9]. Several surgical approaches have been described. The most used is the external temporoauricular or temporoauriculo-cervical. The intra-oral approach is possible and does not seem to give more complications than extra-oral approach. A post operative physiotherapy avoids or limits the muscular contractions responsible for a limitation of the mouth opening [2]. Minor feeding vessels and residual tumor are responsible for a recurrence rate of approximately 18%, with 7% recurring more than once [9].

Conclusion

Intra masseter hemangiomas are rare tumors often mistakenly considered as parotid tumors. The essential radiological exam before treatment are CT with injection or MRI. Surgery is the reference treatment with different possible approaches.
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